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reetings from Romania! 

The Workshop was for our guests who already 
graduated 2Day Workshop and more deep 

understanding the Divine Principle and True Parents’ 
life. We tried to guide them through the Divine 
Principle lectures; we studied again about the Principle 
of Creation, Human Fall, Restoration, Eschatology, The 
Purpose of Messiah and the Second Advent, The 
workshop was more deep explanation with examples 
of life and responsibilities. The guest could find more 
answers for life and got new level of question. The 
guest wants to study more continually the Divine 
Principle and to read about True Parents’ 
autobiography.  Also she has desire to share with the 
others, friends and family about the great news what 
she found. 

Also in these 2 days, because she spent this time with 
us in the Peace Embassy, she could experience this 
culture of ShimJung and the traditions that True 
Parents are teaching us; we had Hoon Dok Hae in the 
morning and sharing in the evening. We together could 
create beautiful family atmosphere. 

Here are parts of her reflection: 

D D (22): “I must love and be grateful in this moment 
for meeting such people, but also support their effort. 
I must prepare myself to teach; because as child 
cannot exist without parents, teachers do not exist 
without being students first! This is the path to 
restoration, this is the way to true love. 

Thank you Father for all the compassion and 
forgiveness you gave me! Aju!!!” 

D I (20), came as staff: “Every day we had new 
questions that gave us new reasons to reflect on or 
bring other questions to answers. It’s a constant 
process of learning because of the stimulating 
environment. 

I hope that I will have always this occasion to rise up by 
learning more and more. 

Thank you CARP. Thank you Reverend Moon for the 
lessons he left us.” I’m happy that I could cook and that 
we could bake cookies together.” 
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